Anaconda Public Schools
Fred Moodry Intermediate School
BEHAVIOR

SCHOOL-WIDE

CLASSROOM

HALLWAYS

CAFETERIA

BATHROOMS

PLAYGROUND

WE ARE
RESPECTFUL

-Keep hands, feet, and
objects to self
-Ask permission to
leave any setting
-Follow emergency
procedures/directions
-Honor others
personal space
-Use appropriate
language
- Use manners, polite
words and a calm
voice
-Show consideration
and respect for others
- Use appropriate
voice level
(0-3)

-Maintain personal
space
-Move in a safe
manner
-Speak politely to your
teachers and
classmates
-Allow others to speak
without interrupting
-Keep hands, feet and
objects to self
-Ask for permission
before leaving
-Take a hall pass

-Walk in a single file
on the right side
-Keep hands, body
and objects to yourself
-Use appropriate voice
level ( 0-2)
-Remove headgear
when entering the
building
- Quietly walk in the
hallways.
-Knock before entering
a classroom or office

-Walk to the auditorium
and cafeteria in a single
file
-Keep hands, body and
objects to yourself
-Line up quickly and
quietly when dismissed
--Say, “Please and Thank
You” to servers
-Use Appropriate
language at all times
-Voice level (0-2)
-Chew with your mouth
closed

-Keep hands, body
and objects to yourself
-One person in a stall
-Respect each other's
personal space and
privacy
-Go, Flush, Wash,
Leave

--Listen to and follow
the teachers and/or
/supervisors directives
the first time
- Demonstrate
Kindness
- Keep hands, body
and objects to yourself
unless it is in a game
-Use appropriate
language
-Ask permission to
leave the playground

-Report concerns

-Know evacuation
routes
-Come prepared
-Complete and turn in
assignments on time
-Communicate with
teachers
-Handle all equipment
carefully and properly
-Be on time and ready
to learn

-Keep locker area
clean
-Get to where you
need to be in a timely
manner
-Be on time
-Have a hall pass
when needed

-Clean up after

-Put trash in garbage
can
-Keep the bathroom
graffiti free

- Use equipment as it
was intended to be
used
- Put equipment away

-Cooperate and learn
well with others
-Appreciate
differences in others
-Take risks in learning
-Be an active
participant

-Show pride in your
school by keeping
your hallways clean
-Greet others with a
smile when you pass
them in the hall.

-Make room for others
at tables
-Practice positive
social skills
-Use good table
manners

WE ARE
RESPONSIBLE

WE ARE
INVOLVED

-Own your behavior
-Be truthful
-Follow through on your
commitments
-Take care of school
property and keep it free
of litter and graffiti
-Return what is borrowed
in good condition
-Learn from your
mistakes
-Clean up after yourself

-Think of others
-Understand
differences
-Listen actively
-Use appropriate voice
level (0-3)
-Display a positive
attitude
-Participate actively
-Make good choices
-Be a good role model

yourself
-Wash tables
-Pick-up items off the
floor
-Sit at tables at all
times
- Stay at tables until
dismissed by an adult
-Ask for permission
before leaving to
bathroom
-Take a hall pass

Afterschool
-Walkers use
crosswalks and corners

-Show pride in your
school by keeping the
bathrooms clean

--Show pride in your
school by keeping the
playground clean

BEHAVIOR
WE ARE
RESPECTFUL

LIBRARY

GYM

AUDITORIUM

BUS

-Demonstrate
Kindness
-Keep hands, body an
objects to yourself
-Speak With Good
Purpose at all times
-Help others
-Give eye contact and
listen when when
someone is speaking

- Demonstrate Kindness
- Keep hands, body an
objects to yourself unless
it is in a game
- Speak With Good
Purpose at all times
- Help others
- Give eye contact and
listen when when
someone is speaking

Listen to and follow
the teachers and/or
/supervisors directives
the first time
- Demonstrate
Kindness
- Keep hands, body
and objects to yourself
-Use appropriate
language
-Ask permission to
leave

-Keep hands, body
and objects to yourself
-Use appropriate
language at all times
-Stay seated
-Listen to and follow
the drivers/supervisors
directives the first time

-Bus students use
appropriate doors for
bus pick up
-Stay behind the
deisignated line until
passengers have
exited the bus
-Exit and enter bus in
a single file

Afterschool
Stay in the gym with
adult supervision

WE ARE
RESPONSIBLE

-Get to class on time
-Take care of books
-Bring books back on
time
-Take Ownership for
behavior
-Participate in
activities to the best of
your ability
-Clean-up your library
space

-Get to class on time
- Use equipment as it
was intended to be used
- Put equipment away
quickly and safely
- Take Ownership for
behavior
- Complete assignments
to the best of your ability
- Take care of your mind
and body-Balance
- Clean-up the gym
area: including
bleachers

-Stay in your seat

WE ARE
INVOLVED

-Participate in all
activities to the best of
your ability
-Have a positive attitude
-Listen to directions and
constructive feedback
from teacher(s) and
peers
-Be Flexible and try to do
things differently and try
different things
-Learn from your
mistakes- Failure Leads
to Success!

- Participate in all
activities to the best of
your abilityThis Is It!
- Have a positive Attitude
- Listen to directions and
constructive feedback
from teacher(s)
and peers
- Be Flexible and try to
do things differently and
try different Things
- Learn from your
mistakes- Failure Leads
to Success!

-Show pride in your
school by keeping
your auditorium
presentable
-Be an active
participant

-Use appropriate voice
level (0-3)
-Clean up your area
-Pick up items off the
floor

-Show pride in your
school by keeping
your buses clean
-Once you are on
school grounds stay
on school grounds
-Thank your bus driver

